Oregon: 
150 Years of Statehood; 
150 Million Years in the Making 
Wall Hanging Directions

Please note that modification to the windows is strictly prohibited without prior written authorization from the Oregon Historical Society.

1. Unpack windows (2 per) from shipping case. See photos for proper sequence to packing, unpacking and installing windows

2. Locate wall fastening clips inside shipping case. Each window uses 6 clips (4 on bottom, 2 on top)

3. Mark a horizontal center line on wall at the desired height of the **bottom** edge of the window. Windows are 64” wide x 32” high when opened flat

4. Mark points on both sides of the center line at 12” and 24” from center
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5. Attach fastening clips to wall at those points- be certain all four clips are level (leave clips a little loose to account for variations of wall surface, hand tighten them after window is in place)

6. Open window so it rests flat against the wall

7. Lift and place window onto clips which fit into the channel along the bottom edge of the window (this step requires two people)
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8. While holding window flush to wall, attach 2 fastening clips to the wall above the window, slightly to the outside of vertical hinges, so clips are inserted into top channel, securing it to wall

9. When installing or removing windows, check to see if the clips are leaving any abrasions in the channel or edge of the window. Be sure to pack clips into respective shipping cases along with installation and packing directions

Report any visible damage to or deterioration of the condition of the windows (hinge tape cracking, abrasions to graphics or frames, etc.) to:

Nicole Yasuhara  
Visitor Services Coordinator  
503-306-5238  
nicole.yasuhara@ohs.org